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About This Game

Bomber Arena
Is a 3d action adventure game where you go through several mazes in solo mode or co-op (only local) fighting enemies until you

reach your goal. You can take powers to improve your character as well as mounts to help you defeat your opponents in this
game.

Co-op

Play in co-op mode (local only) to get a friend's help to defeat your enemies and further enhance the fun.

Hard Mode

Can you go through all the stages with just one life and all the powers at the very least? Come and test your skills in this mode.

Passwords

Died and want to continue where you left off? Use the passwords that the game gives you to resume your game from the point
where you stopped, or to release special functions in the game.

Creation of the game

The whole game was made by one person, nothing easy. Just a lot of hard work and dedication.
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Made in Brazil.
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Publisher:
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Really basic horizontal shooter. It seems its main draws are the clay graphics, which I didn't really care for, and 3 player co-op,
which I will never use. I never played the first Platypus, but I know that this one doesn't stack up to games such as Gradius or
Tyrian. Also, sound only comes out of the right speaker.. It says there's 6 levels, but my game ended after 2, gg no re.. I bought
this to support these awesome devs and you should too.

That said, it is actually surprsingly fun to mess around with the many new wheel options the DLC adds. Makes your truck a lot
more individual and personal.. I love the concept of the game, unfortunately the online base is nearly dead (they did have a
registeration for a tournament in 10 of July though). Also offline game is very very basic with only four dumb bots. As others
said the devs should really enhance the AI of the bots and make a survival mode with more than 4 bots and more than 20 kills of
offline players. Lastly, I would also recommend a campain mode with bigger maps with a linear (not in-depth story) of each
character maybe and adding montsers as bosses or something.. russian sub... i am done with this
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A short but fun Visual novel that i would love to see a sequel to.. Very big mehh.. Don't wast your money and time on this. It is
what it looks like. If that's not what you want then move on.. I don't want to give this game a thumbs down, since it is a really
good game, BUT in this state the game keeps crashing and at least one tutoria is bugged out. So if you want to play a grand
strategy game I would recommend you go play EUIII.. An interesting choose-your-adventure book. It was a good read and I felt
rather immersed. It is worth the low price tag.. The original on DC was stunning for it's time.
This, on Vive, takes it to a new level. Everything I could have hoped for.

Now, please do Child Of Eden for PC\/VR, although there is a chance I'd explode with joy.
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